
 

 

Wiltshire Bat Group Meeting 8th November 2018 

Wiltshire Wildlife Trust, Devizes 1900 – 2100 

 

These notes have been put together for the benefit of those members not able to attend, and to provide a record of 
the discussions. Any inaccuracies and omissions can be rectified at the next meeting. 

Sticky Notices 

• If members want to get involved in our projects, then please email the project leaders directly and ask to go 
on their volunteer lists. The list is at the bottom of these minutes. Please be patient, some events get booked 
up quite quickly. 

• Ask to join our Facebook group - @wiltshirebatgroup 

• Like our Twitter page - @wiltsbg 

• Bookmark the Wiltshire Mammal Portal – https://wiltshiremammals.wordpress.com/wiltshire-bat-group 

• General call for articles for the 2019 Spring Newsletter – please send to Jenny at wiltsbg@gmail.com 

• Don’t forget we’ve got 8 bat detectors that can be borrowed for guided walks. You’ll need to collect and drop 
off. Please contact gharris_doh@hotmail.com . 

• We’ve got 2 pop up banners that can be borrowed for events email wwponting@gmail.com 

• If you want a reminder about how to request funding from the WBG please email wwponting@gmail.com 

 

Laura Mulholland – WBG Chair commenced the business of the meeting: 

The meeting opened with a warm welcome from Laura to those attending. 

Forty-six members attended with apologies from a further seven.  

Laura introduced our special guest Lisa Worledge from the BCT.  

Laura provided the following notices. 

• The South West Bat Conference will be held on the Saturday 16th March 2019, put a marker in your diaries. 
This will probably be held in Exeter but is still to be confirmed. There is always a good WBG turnout for this 
event and is a great knowledge transfer and networking opportunity. 

• The BCT put out a special bulletin on EBLV 1 & 2. This was sent out to all members. A Serotine in Dorset has 
tested positive, along with a few more instances of Daubenton’s across the country. Guidance on post 
exposure inoculation is clear, and full information is available on the BCT website.  Remember your boosters 
and wear gloves. https://www.bats.org.uk/about-bats/bats-and-disease-in-the-uk/bats-and-rabies. 
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• The BCT website has been relaunched. Including research papers covering bats and artificial lighting, and 
there will be a BCT Wildlife and Lighting Symposium in May 2019. More details soon. 

Update from the Secretary Jenny Bennett 

Jenny reported that she had already received some requests for bat walks, not as many as the last period, but please 
contact Jenny on wiltsbg@gmail.com if you are interested in getting involved, but Jenny will put any requests out the 
wider membership in her regular updates.  

The WBG are still engaging with Natural England and other conservation bodies for the South West England Batlinks 
project. We are attending meetings and attempting to influence the outcomes and decisions. The Batlinks project is 
important as it covers quite a large part of western Wiltshire and the Bath and Bradford on Avon SAC. The aim is to 
establish how data and records can be collected, collated and then used to inform planning around development 
and the agriculture environment.  

Jenny also briefed the ongoing discussions between the WBG and Hansons, the owners of the Box mine complex. 
Although access is currently denied, a good relationship is being maintained. We are awaiting the outcomes of their 
mine inspection team. More on this in the New Year. 

Key updates from our projects – (Summarised and snipped)  

Full details will be included in our Spring 2017 Newsletter 

Fiona Mathews – Greater horseshoe hibernation study Bath and Bradford-on-Avon 

A lot of effort is now being put into analysing the incredible amount of data collected since 2002. There will be 15 
years of robust data after the next winter 2019 surveys. Data is already being used to produce a social network 
study.  

Since 2002 we have ringed 2,497 greater horseshoe bats, and our surveys have generated a total of 6,467 capture 
events. The oldest GHS in the database is M9192, ringed on 01/12/02 at Brown’s Folly, last seen on 24/02/18 at 
Sally’s. Other interesting records include X0311 ringed 25/01/03 at Gripwood, and still going strong. 

The social network is showing a lot of movement between all sites, so we should be thinking of the sites in terms of a 
meta-population structure with lots of dependencies. 

Will Ponting – Cotswold Water Park 

Box checks continued for the 7th year, four checks were done at Lower Mill Estate to monitor the Soprano 
pipistrelles. We had a good spread of records including L00259 a male ringed as an adult on the 30th September 2012 
by Ben Welbourn, this male in breeding condition is now over 6 years old. 

The Natterer’s bat colony at Lower Mill Swillbrook used three boxes as part of their maternity colony, with young 
being born in a Schwegler 2FD. Six juveniles were ringed in October.  

Thanks to the regular volunteers, Lower Mill and the CWP Trust. More next year. 

Charlotte Bell – Swindon Park boxes 

Lydiard and Stanton boxes were checked twice. Noctules were found at Stanton in May. The October check at 
Lydiard park turned up three mating roosts of Soprano pipistrelles, a total of 18 bats, the highest numbers ever 
recorded. A tree roost was also recorded. 

Access to an old ice house has been agreed, and boxes will be lowered to make checking safer. 

Jan Freeborn – Downton 

A bat walk was undertaken at the Moot. Plans for next year include more surveys as a joint effort with Hants and 
Dorset bat groups, and specific surveys targeting Nathusius’ pipistrelles on the Avon. 
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Chloe Delgery – Collingbourne Woods 

A trapping session in July was unproductive despite good weather, but 12 barbastelle passes were recorded. The 
plan is to assess trees over the winter, put out static detectors and potentially do some tree climbing inspections. 

James Shipman – Sally’s Rift complex  

2018 was successful with swarming surveys at three of the main cave/mine entrances. There have been recaptures 
of GHS, barbastelle, Bechstein’s and serotines. Numbers have been variable but with lower numbers of Natterer’s. 
Ten species were encountered. As always thanks to everyone who has volunteered. This is part of Fiona’s stone mine 
swarming and hibernation surveys.  

Greater Horseshoe X2984 was a recapture. This is the first time this bat has been seen since it was ringed in 2009 at 
Gripwood! 

Dani  Linton – Swarming sites highlights 

A total of 15 surveys were undertaken over 7 sites. 

At Box, male Bechstein’s U0362 (ringed 2000), U2686 (ringed 2001) and U5628 (ringed 2002) were all recaptured. 
These were all ringed by Katie Parsons. 

At Brown’s Folly 4 male Bechstein’s were recaptured from a total of 15 ringed by Jim Mulholland between 20013 – 
2015. H5482 male barbastelle was also caught, this bat was originally caught and ringed at Sally’s in 2017. 

At Gripwood H6841 a male Bechstein’s was recaptured. This bat was ringed at Green Lane Wood Trowbridge in 
2015. There were also 20 ringed Natterer’s recaptured, originally caught between 2007 and 2011. Eight of these 
Nattterer’s had not been seen since being ringed! 

At Winsley the first bat caught from a harp trap at the  grille to *Will’s cave* was a probable Alcathoe. Awaiting DNA 
confirmation. If it is an Alcathoe,  it will be the first county record. 

At Moulton’s we caught X0407 a GHS ringed at Gripwood in 2002, this bat has previously been caught in hibernation 
and swarming at Gripwood, and hibernation at Moulton’s 

Overall: 

59 Bechstein’s, 9 Barbastelles and 22 GHS were ringed 

26 Bechstein’s, 5 Barbastelles and 31 GHS were recaptured 

Lisa Wade - Savernake Project  

Two winter hibernation checks were carried out in Marlborough tunnel with a total of 772 bats being counted. This 
is a significant and nationally important hibernation site for Natterer’s bat. 

There was a major effort to install over 40 new roosting features to replace those lost and decayed over the years 
during the summer. The damaged north portal was also repaired by the landowner. With thanks to Gaiger Brothers 
Contractors Devizes and volunteers who made this essential work possible. 

Autumn swarming surveys at the tunnel were mixed this year, 2 barbastelles were the highlight, September visit was 
postponed due to the poor weather. 

Two sets of box checks were undertaken in the forest during July and September, good numbers of Natterer’s and 
some soprano pipistrelles were encountered. No barbastelles were found this year. We are considering increasing 
the frequency of checks and numbers of flat boxes to improve the encounter rate.  

This winter we plan to relocate a few boxes to focus monitoring on Bittam and Thornhill ponds. 

Gareth Harris – Wiltshire Bechstein’s and Barbastelle project update 2018 

Thirteen sites were surveyed. Barbastelles were trapped at five sites and recorded at a further five, and during two 
guided walks in the Chalke and Avon valleys. 



In May two female Barbastelle bats were radio tracked from a known roost near Market Lavington. There are some 
really interesting findings particularly foraging sites within the Salisbury plain training area. This site also produced a 
female Bechstein’s bat that was too light to tag.  

Bechstein’s were trapped at two new sites with a total of five males being captured and ringed. 

The five years of intensive surveys for Barbastelles and Bechstein’s has totally transformed our knowledge of these 
bats in Wiltshire. Barbastelles in particular appear to have a widespread distribution in the county.  

Well done and thanks for over 210 volunteer days from members on this project. 

Keith Cohen – Green Lane and Biss wood WWT 

KC provided an excellent update on the project in 2018, including bat box monitoring and further tree roost 
monitoring.  

 

 

Summarised Financial Statement from the Treasurer Will Ponting (WP) 

Full details are available on request. 

The Group account was formally audited by Nick Adams in March 2018.   

Details 

Balance in account on 31 October 2018 - £5,165.42 

Income from 1 March 2018 – 31 October 2018 - £1,080.50 

No grants were received, income is made up from membership subscriptions and small donations for walks 
and talks 

Expenditure from 1 March 2018- £2,198.90 

 Mine Engineering Safety Services - £800.00 

 Savernake tunnel repairs – £572.30 

 3 radio tags - £378.60 – using reserve from the final monies in the Lush Grant 

 DNA samples - £198.00 

 Funding to support Pill box conversion in the Pewsey vale - £250.00 (WBG Fund) 

Reserve - £1,034.75 

Working balance - £4,130.67 

The WBG committee has sent out general project funding principles to membership. Only one request for financial 
assistance has been submitted to the Committee. This route for project funding remains open. 

Membership 

WP reported that there were 186 paid up members of the WBG. The Secretary has email contact information for 
165. 

Gareth Harris – County Recorder Report November 2018 

As we are now at the end of the main bat season, do please submit your records. Jenny circulated a template to use, 
but if you haven’t got it please email Gareth directly gharris_doh@hotmail.com 

Records of certain species will require supporting evidence, especially detector records of Nathusius’ pipistrelle, and 
Leisler’s, and other species if new to a 10km square. A document that details what information should support 
records of each species is being finalised. 
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Highlights 

Greater Horseshoe – a series of new maternity roosts and other roosts reported across the county, notably a roost 
in the New Forest. 

Lesser Horseshoe – good spread of records including the ‘rediscovery’ of roosts near Trowbridge and Corsham. Also 
a roost in a church in Salisbury. 

Bechstein’s – Away from the swarming sites males were trapped at several new sites, and a new box scheme is being 
set up in one of the locations to aid monitoring. 

Barbastelle – multiple new sites confirmed this year across the county, and detector records at a further 5-6 sites. 
Two adult females were radio tracked from their maternity site near Market Lavington. 

Alcathoe – Awaiting DNA results from a probable bat at Winsley 

Leisler’s – A good number of records (with supporting evidence) have been confirmed.  

Great Chalfield Manor – Great support from members for emergence surveys and transects. Good bat numbers of 
multiple species. 

Porton to Plain Project - Conservation effort originally focused on birds and butterflies, but now confirmed how 
important the environment is for bats. Farmers are getting very engaged in conservation efforts. WBG feeding into 
this work with NE to deliver landscape scale habitat enhancements. 

 

After a short break and cake, Will P introduced Lisa Worledge from the BCT 

Lisa talked about the Evolution of bats, providing the current thinking on how bats evolved, whether flight or 
echolocation came first. 

Tantalising but undisputable evidence from the fossil records is determining the latest scientific thinking. 

This was a thought-provoking and highly informative presentation, where everyone, however experienced and 
knowledgeable, learned something new. 

Laura thanked Lisa for coming to talk to us. 

Laura closed the meeting with thanks to the WWT for use of their Board room, and invited everyone to pub. 

 

Date of next meeting 

The Next WBG meeting will be on the 9th May 2019, the guest speaker will be our very own Fiona Mathews, long 
time WBG member, Professor of Mammalian Biology at Sussex University and Chair of the National Mammal Society. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wiltshire Bat Group Project leaders and email contact details 

Savernake forest and Marlborough Tunnel Lisa Wade Lisawade36@gmail.com 

Stone Mine Autumn swarming surveys James Shipman jamesandrewshipman@hotmail.co.uk 

Dani Linton daniellemlinton@gmail.com 

Langford Lakes (box checks) Ben Mitchell benmitchell@gmail.com 

Swindon Parks (box checks) Charlotte Bell charlottebell6@googlemail.com 

Cotswold Water Park (box checks) Will Ponting wwponting@gmail.com 

South Wiltshire the Moot and surrounds Jan Freeborn janfreeborn@hotmail.co.uk 

South Wiltshire – Downton/Deverills Jenny Bennett jennywalkabout@msn.com 

Collingbourne / West Woods Chloe Delgery cccd79@yahoo.co.uk 

Underground Winter Surveys Fiona Mathews f.mathews@sussex.ac.uk 

Wiltshire Bechstein’s /Barbastelle Project Gareth Harris gharris_doh@hotmail.com 

Green Lane and Biss Wood WWT Keith Cohen bats.keith.cohen@gmail.com 

Lis Weidt lisweidt@yahoo.co.uk 

General Contacts 

The Chair (media) Laura Mullholland wiltsbg@gmail.com 

WBG Secretary Jenny Bennett wiltsbg@gmail.com 

Treasurer and Membership Will Ponting wiltsbgmembership@gmail.com 

County Recorder for Bats Gareth Harris gharris_doh@hotmail.com 

 

 

 

Will’s cave - Winsley 
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